Acts of Memory

Acknowledging that the book of Acts is an exercise in memory making amounts to stating the obvious. Like so many ancient sources once read as history, Acts is now more commonly perceived as a repository of memory/ies from and for the early Jesus movement (the Way in Acts’ terms), which sought to find its place within the large and complex Roman world.

In his speech in Acts 2 (quoted above), Peter explains Jesus’ resurrection by evoking Ps 16:8–11, paying particular attention to verse 10 (‘For you do not give me up to Sheol, or let your faithful one see the Pit’). He then points to David’s tomb to support his point that David cannot have spoken these verses of himself: ‘I may say to you confidently of our ancestor David that he both died and was buried, and his tomb is with us to this day’ (29). Hence, Peter concludes, David must have been talking prophetically about the Messiah – i.e., Jesus whom God raised up (32).

1 Bible translations follow the New Revised Standard Version.
This combination of a literary tradition with a monumental landmark is an act of memory making, whereby Ps 16 and David's tomb come to serve as lieux de mémoire: the literary tradition affects how the monument is remembered, and vice versa. In light of the Psalm's reference to the immortality of its speaker, David's tomb no longer reminds its viewers solely of David's great deeds, but also of his mortality - and, by way of contrast, of Jesus' immortality. Similarly, the presence of the tomb reminds readers of Acts that the reference in the Psalm to immortality does not (or not only) refer to David, but to Jesus. Thus, Acts transforms existing lieux de mémoire and imbues them with fuller meaning in order to construct a historical memory for the Way.

The dynamics in this passage resemble those in Acts 17:16-32, where Paul's encounter with an altar dedicated to an unknown god triggers his Areopagus speech. Although the move in Acts 17 is less direct than in Acts 2, Paul's Areopagus speech also connects a landmark with a literary tradition. Yet in Acts 17 no literary tradition from the Hebrew Scriptures is in play. It is rather a quotation from the Greek poet Aratus which allows Paul to equate his God both with Aratus' Zeus and with the unknown god of the altar. In this way, the Aratus quotation turns the altar into a lieu de mémoire for a god the Athenians now do know - i.e., the God Paul pronounces, who is the same as Aratus' Zeus - whereas the Aratus quotation, through Paul's reading (or rather, the reading of the author of Acts), becomes a lieu de mémoire for that formerly unknown God.

Through these acts of memory the author of Acts writes the Way into the literary traditions and architectural landmarks of the Roman world and its various inhabitants. As Acts develops historical memories for the Way, these memories are closely linked with these lieux de mémoire: the protagonists of Acts encounter on their journeys. In Acts 2, Peter's message appears continuous with David's tomb as a lieu de mémoire commemorating Israel's glorious past under David. In Acts 17, Paul presents the Way as a logical perpetuation of Greek philosophical and religious views. In neither passage is the tone explicitly polemical: previous meanings attached to these lieux de mémoire are largely allowed to stand. The message of the apostles is not being presented as a wholly new, but rather as a more complete message, which for that reason deserves to be embraced. Hence, Acts finds a place for the Way among existing structures in the Roman Empire, whilst transforming these structures by incorporating them in the overarching movement of the Way.

In his lecture at the 2008 Dies Natalis of the Protaeza Theological University, Hans-Martin Kirn pleaded for an encyclopaedic approach to theology, in which literary and historical disciplines self-consciously make their own contributions alongside other subfields. Inspired by Kirn's lecture, I will briefly consider two theological ramifications of the historical observations presented above.

To begin with, historical, comparative, and exegetical work on ancient Judaism and Christianity serves as a powerful reminder of the internal variety of these groups and their complex interactions with surrounding communities. In the cases treated here, the fact that Acts grounds the memories it constructs for the Way in a variety of existing lieux de mémoire creates a multi-faceted image of the early Jesus movement. In Acts, God can be remembered as the one who inspired the ancient prophets and now, with Jesus' resurrection, brings his plans to fruition (Acts 2); but also as the omnipresent creator in whom all persons live and move and have [their] being (Acts 17:28). Depending on the context in the narrative, Acts provides different memories of God and his deeds. This variety is not, in my view, merely a case of audience-oriented communication. Through the different ways in which Acts' protagonists communicate their viewpoints, these viewpoints themselves change, and different ways of remembering God come to the fore.

I write this two days after David Niremberg, in his 2019 Franz-Delitzsch-Vorlesung, spoke about the theological relevance of historical enquiry as offering a range of possibilities for faith and challenging one-sided accounts. Niremberg focused on the pluriform relationships between Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, but his proposal is equally valid for my observations here. Historical research on Acts shows the variety of possibilities the book has on offer, and this variety only increases if other biblical (let alone non-biblical) writings enter the picture. Thus, historical awareness - not as knowledge of facts, but as a way of thinking - is an essential part of the theological enterprise, as it foregoes easy evocations of the Bible or the early church - or, in fact, any historical document or period - in theological thinking.

Moreover, reading ancient Jewish or Christian sources in terms of memory and forgetting shows that historiography is always present-oriented. If the author of Acts, writing at least twenty (and perhaps more) years after the events he describes, presents his readers with historical memories, his aim is not to record facts, but to shape the self-understanding of this audience. In a similar vein, modern historians and exegetes will, consciously or unconsciously,
provide their readers with interpretations and histories that they consider their audience needs. A telling example is the attention in archaeology and ancient history — and increasingly also in the study of ancient Judaism and Christianity — to processes of globalization in the ancient world. This line of research, which gained momentum in the 2000s, resonates with the world in which we live today. In similar vein, the attention in much of modern historical scholarship to discontinuity, variety, and complexity in antiquity is likely to mirror our postmodern condition.

Yet Kirn reminds us that this orientation toward the present must not lead to “economical exchanges” in historiography (“I will give you attention, you will give me meaning”). Even if all historians bring their own assumptions to their material, yet ethical historical enquiry is aware of its responsibility to give voice to the “others” from the past:

History is here seen as an elementary gift and task — similar to how the other is a gift that makes us responsible. […] History challenges appropriations of the “others” along the lines of one’s own sake and self-chosen actuality.”

When done responsibly, Kirn argues, historiography can have a transformative — even “sacramental” — effect on historians, as they understand themselves to be participants in history, history being “as it were the air we breathe.” Unless we take the position of the uninvolved onlooker, the historical or exegetical study of ancient sources allows us to enter into a dialogue with the “others” from the past, not only to understand the “others,” but also to understand ourselves and to create our own historical memories. Lose the past, and we lose ourselves.
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